
Packsize and EFI Launch X5 Nozomi, the Industry’s 

First Full-Color, Erected Box Solution 

From blank corrugated to a beautifully decorated, full-color, on-demand, right-sized box 
in as little as 6 seconds 

 
 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT and LONDONDERRY, NH – May 28, 2024 –  Packsize®, the 
market leader in sustainable, right-sized, on-demand packaging, and EFI™, a global 
technology company leading the worldwide transformation from analog to digital 
imaging, today announced their collaboration on the world’s first on-demand box system 
that integrates full-color printing on boxes using a single automated solution.  
 
The X5 Nozomi system combines Packsize’s X5® fully-automated, Right-sized 
Packaging on Demand® system, part of the Packsize X Series, with EFI’s industry-
leading Nozomi single-pass digital inkjet printer line for corrugated. 
 
“The partnership with EFI and the innovation of the X5 Nozomi is a testament to our 
team’s commitment to reimagining what is possible and empowering brands to truly 
customize their customers’ unboxing experience,” said David Lockwood, CEO of 
Packsize. “No other machine can go from blank corrugated to printed, right-sized, on-
demand erected boxes in one solution – and in as little as six seconds per box.” 
 
Taking the manufacturing process from seven complex steps down to one, the X5 
Nozomi is automating and simplifying box production. The opportunities enabled by this 
solution include:   
 

• Moving from plain monochrome boxes to full-color impactful digital printed 
images 

● Reducing labor and enabling automation through ready-to-pack erected boxes  
● Integrate shipping labels, hazmat labels, and other custom labels within the print 

design 
● Cost effective, sustainable production 

 
“The corrugated box is becoming a more engaging experience. At the same time, 
unboxing videos are having a rising impact on brands even as digital ad influence 
declines due to oversaturation and ad-blocking,” noted Frank Pennisi CEO, EFI. “All this 
has resulted in boxes as billboards, enabling positive brand experiences for consumers. 
Essentially, packaging sells a product, which is why EFI partnered with Packsize – to 
empower brands in elevating their packaging quickly, simply, and cost-effectively with 
the X5 Nozomi.”  
 
The X5 Nozomi addresses increasing consumer and government demand for 
sustainable packaging. The solution reduces packaging waste caused by oversized 
boxes, negates void filler like plastic air pillows, reduces shipping emissions, and 
improves the end-consumer's overall experience. By right-sizing boxes, companies can 

https://www.packsize.com/
http://www.efi.com/
https://www.packsize.com/x-series/x5/


minimize their costs and environmental impact associated with extraneous and 
unneeded corrugated while improving parcel logistics, fitting 66% more boxes on freight 
and delivery carriers. Leveraging the power of EFI Nozomi digital printing, global 
warming potential (GWP) is reduced by approximately 50% compared to analog printing 
technologies with the elimination of printing plates, ink waste, and overproduction. 
 
Editor note: Contact Jessica Whidt, Warner Communications; 702-539-
1596; jessica@warnerpr.com to arrange interviews. High-resolution images and 
graphics are available upon request. 
 
Contact: Holly O’Rourke, Director Corporate Communications, EFI, news3@efi.com  
 
 
About Packsize  
Packsize transforms how businesses and their customers experience packaging – from 
packing to unboxing. Since introducing Right-sized Packaging on Demand in 2002, 
Packsize has become a recognized supply chain and sustainable packaging industry 
leader in North America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific. As a partner and trusted advisor, 
Packsize unlocks the hidden potential in its customers’ supply chain and creates custom 
packaging process flows that consider every step – from the warehouse floor to the 
customer’s hands. Packsize is reimagining packaging and accelerating the path to a 
more sustainable future. Follow Packsize on LinkedIn.  
 
About EFI  
EFI™ is a global technology company, leading the worldwide transformation from 
analogue to digital imaging. We understand our customers want breakthrough 
technologies to lead them through their digital journey. That’s why we’re passionate 
about driving their business growth with a scalable portfolio of products, solutions, 
services, support, and world-class partnerships for the manufacturing of signage, 
packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, building materials and more with a wide range of 
printers and inks. They work together to increase profits, cut costs, improve productivity, 
and optimize efficiency – job after job, year after year. We’re committed to our 
customers’ success. And we definitely believe we have the right people, technology, 
and experience to help them achieve their business goals. (www.efi.com) 
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